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Abstract

The evolution of information technology will determine the future structure of the world’s financial markets. A nuanced appreciation of technology and its implications for financial markets is therefore essential to the design of a successful, modern securities regulation regime. Although the SEC currently ranks as among the most successful federal agencies in responding to changes in information technology, its ability to stay abreast of new developments is open to question. The agency appears to lack an adequate number of staff that are adept in more advanced implications of information technology. It also has no articulated technology strategy.

This paper expands on the need to develop a technology strategy and provides five distinct examples of initiatives that could emerge from a more affirmative approach to information technology. These examples suggest: (1) a software-based open architecture redesign of EDGAR; (2) a more aggressive role for the SEC in the definition of financial XML and its integration into the disclosure regime; (3) the use of an open API structure to resolve market fragmentation issues generated by the emergence of ECNs and other novel marketplaces; (4) the application of Internet technology to provide individualized trading risk measures that could be responsive to the agency’s concerns regarding suitability; and (5) the application of off-line authentication techniques to reduce the risk of “counterfeit” disclosures, such as those which adversely affected Emulex’s and Pairgain’s stock prices.
The Future of United States Securities Regulation:  
An Essay on Regulation in an Age of Technological Uncertainty  

Joseph A. Grundfest*

I have accepted an invitation to predict the regulatory future of the United States’ securities markets. The acceptance is foolish for so many different reasons that I despair of counting them all. I therefore draw attention to two of the predictions I am about to offer, and trust that the reader will overlook all the others.

My first prediction is that my predictions will be proven wrong.

My second is that having this essay appear in print is a big mistake. A printed essay creates an irrefutable record that will memorialize the stunning accuracy of my first prediction. On the brighter side, the record will then reflect that I knew that I had no chance of getting it right.

So why even embark on a mission doomed to failure?

The reason is simple. There is no other responsible choice.

The quality of the securities regulation regime in the United States over the coming decade hinges more critically on the Securities and Exchange Commission’s ability to understand dramatic technological change than on any other single factor. The securities industry is, in many essential respects, an information processing industry. In today’s world, no competitive enterprise or regulatory agency involved in the information processing industry can develop a coherent strategy for addressing rapid technological change absent a sophisticated appreciation of the current state of the technology.1

1 For discussions of the growing influence of corporate officers with technological expertise (CTO’s and CIO’s) see CTO’s Steer E-Business Course, INFOWORLD, November 16, 1999, at 44 (“the balance of power for spearheading technical development is gently, but steadily, shifting to Chief Technology Officers.”)); CIO’s See a Future in the Chief Exec’s Job, COMPUTERWORLD, August 3, 2000 (predicting that many
appreciation must be supplemented by a nuanced view of how technology is likely to evolve in the future. A coherent and policy-relevant set of predictions as to the future course of technological development is essential to such a nuanced view.

Indeed, absent a carefully crafted set of predictions, the agency is bereft of any articulated expectations as to how technology is likely to impact the agency’s business. Predictions of the future technological evolution of U.S. securities markets – combined with a sense of humility about the accuracy of those predictions – are therefore essential for prudent regulatory planning and action. We should be under no delusion that these predictions will be precisely accurate, but we should also be under no delusion about the need to engage in the effort to make these predictions.

Put another way, the SEC needs a technology strategy. It can’t develop a technology strategy without having an opinion (i.e., a set of predictions or expectations) about the future evolution of technology and its implications for securities markets. A technology strategy need not, and should not, take the form of a fixed plan. Instead, a technology strategy is far better articulated through a flexible and evolutionary set of policies that recognize the difficulties of predicting future technological developments. Ideally, the strategy would respect natural technological and market forces, and recognize that the private sector is far better at innovation than the federal government. Respect for the private sector’s leadership role in technology does not, however, mean that the agency should forego carefully selected opportunities to stimulate technological progress through the adoption of suitably tailored “technology-forcing” strategies.

future CEO’s will come from the ranks of CIO’s because of increasing business importance of technological knowledge).
This call for a technology strategy should not be misinterpreted as a criticism of the SEC’s approach to technology to date. The SEC has done a far better job of adapting to the Internet age than the vast majority of government agencies, and deserves credit for its accomplishments. Nonetheless, the pace of technological change over the coming years is likely to gain speed, and technology’s implications for the future of the nation’s securities markets will only become more fundamental.

In furtherance of this call for an articulated, flexible, and evolutionary technology strategy for the SEC, this essay proceeds through four distinct sections. Section I expands on my prediction that a deeper appreciation of technology is perhaps the single most important factor that will drive the agency’s success or failure in the coming decade. Section II describes four distinct regulatory approaches to technology: agencies can be technology forcing, proactive, reactive, or obstructionist. In Section III, I contend that the SEC has done a far better job than most other agencies in responding to technological change, but that it has been far from perfect. EDGAR serves as an example of a bold innovation that today stands as a legacy system that impedes technological progress. EDGAR is thus an example of how, at different times and with respect to a single initiative, the SEC has morphed from using a technology-forcing strategy to relying on a reactive or obstructionist strategy. In Section IV, I climb way out on several limbs by describing five distinct technological developments, and by predicting how those

---

2 For a general discussion of federal agencies’ adaptation to the Internet, see GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORT NO. AIMG/GGD-00-179, ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT: FEDERAL INITIATIVES ARE EVOLVING RAPIDLY BUT THEY FACE SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES, May 22, 2000; David L. McClure, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, REPORT NO. AIMG –00-282 B-286007, ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT: GOVERNMENT PAPERWORK ELIMINATION ACT PRESENTS CHALLENGES FOR AGENCIES. For a discussion of recent efforts to harmonize federal agencies’ internet strategies through a central government portal, see David L. McClure, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION, AND TECHNOLOGY, COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT: OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FACING THE FIRSTGOV WEB GATEWAY, October 2, 2000.
developments might evolve in a manner that implicates the regulatory regime.

Unchastened by the audacity of this enterprise, I also propose a range of regulatory strategies to address each technological challenge or opportunity. Section V collects some concluding observations.

To summarize those five developments, and to whet the reader’s appetite (or to save the reader the trouble of proceeding any further – take your pick), the topics I explore and suggestions I make are as follows:

1. EDGAR is a legacy system. It can be replaced with an open architecture model that allows for internet-based, competitive, instantaneous, and equitable disclosure of filed materials. This policy change could save taxpayers many millions of dollars, and could significantly improve the quality of the review and disclosure process.

2. The SEC should take a strong leadership role in the development of financial and accounting XML. That technology can help resolve a host of serious accounting and disclosure issues that cannot be addressed with today’s “one-size-fits-all” accounting regime.

3. The agency should adopt an open-architecture “peer-to-peer” strategy (which can also be described as an open API-structure) to address the fragmentation and competition concerns that are raised by the ECN revolution and other new trading technologies.

4. A host of technological tools can be readily adapted to resolve emerging concerns regarding suitability in the electronic brokerage space. These solutions need not trigger a battle over whether e-brokers are engaged in making recommendations.
5. The SEC and the SROs can be far more helpful in fostering the use of authentication technologies to help deter counterfeit disclosures over the Internet that rely on the ability to “spoof” an authentic source, such as the disclosures that influenced Emulex, Lucent, and Pairgain stock prices.

These five examples hardly cover all the bases when it comes to developing an evolutionary technology strategy. They do, however, illustrate some of the key issues that will have to be addressed by the SEC in the coming years as technology evolves to create new opportunities and challenges.

1. Technology and the Future of Securities Regulation

Financial markets are more susceptible to technological change than virtually any other major market in the world. The logic in support of this proposition is straightforward, and recent experience amply supports this prognostication.

The pace of technological change is fastest in the information technology sector. Whether we are talking about broadband, MIPS, or cost of storage, the trajectory is in a single direction: better, faster, cheaper, sooner. At root, the financial securities industry is nothing more than a vertical application of the information technology industry. As applied to the financial services industry, the trends toward better, faster, cheaper, sooner are so powerful that they have revolutionized the industry in a relatively short period of time, and there is every reason to believe that this pace of change will, if anything, increase.

The observation that the financial services industry is merely a vertical application of a much larger information technology sector is essential to an appreciation

---

3 See, e.g., Virtual Rivals, THE ECONOMIST, (May 20, 2000), at 1 (describing how the revolution in information technology is transforming the financial services industry).
of the securities markets’ vulnerability to technological change. Consider, for example, the process of clearance and settlement. It was once an intensely physical process employing small armies of messengers and runners, with clerks locked in cages in the basements of tall, ominous-looking buildings, and armies of messengers routing certificates from building to building. Today, however, the vast majority of securities ownership positions are documented in electronic book-entry form. When a purchase or sale of a security takes place, the only physical thing that happens is the transfer of bits and bytes of data among databases. There are no messengers scurrying about with certificates to be delivered. Hard disks whir and the transfer is done. It’s all information technology.

This purely electronic form of transaction strongly differentiates the financial services sector from other forms of commerce that, at the end of the day, require the movement of physical things in order to achieve clearance and settlement. For example, when you use the Internet to buy a book, to select groceries, or to lease an automobile, an irreducible percentage of the cost of the transaction arises from the need to move a physical thing that does not exist in purely electronic form. The book (unless it’s an e-book) has to be mailed. The car has to be shipped (there are no e-cars). The groceries have to be delivered (got e-milk?). That need for physical movement places a very important limit on the efficiencies that modern technology can deliver to markets that engage in physical transactions. In financial markets, however, those physical limits do not exist because there is no physical thing to be delivered. The security is, in and of itself, pure information just waiting to be processed.

Indeed, the cost savings potentially attributable to modern technology make it
perfectly reasonable to think of a world in which brokers charge no commissions and transactions costs are driven to their economic marginal cost – zero. In that world, intermediaries will be paid for providing a host of ancillary record keeping, advisory, and management services. It is a world in which the economics of the brokerage business will look much more like the money management and principal investing business than a traditional wirehouse commission-based business. This is not a very bold prediction because commission-less trading already exists, and many major financial institutions understand that they have to retool their strategies in this direction.4

The securities markets are exquisitely sensitive to the evolution of technology for a second fundamental reason. The efficiency of securities markets depends on the rapid incorporation of information into securities prices, as well as on the evolution of new mathematical techniques for calculating and implementing inter-market arbitrage relationships. Because rapid information incorporation and mathematical advances are both driven by technological progress, the means by which the markets will estimate the value of individual securities will change dramatically as technology evolves.

The speed with which markets learn new information is highly sensitive to technological developments. The ability to discover and implement ever more complex inter-market arbitrage relationships also depends critically on technological progress. Advances in mathematical techniques and in the ability to implement these techniques are also apparent in several new financial strategies and products that can dramatically change the investment process. For example, exchange traded funds are possible only because information technology makes it sufficiently cheap to implement arbitrage

---

relationships that allow these funds to track their target indexes very efficiently. The emergence of these funds on a retail basis may provide U.S. investors with entirely new strategies for building and maintaining investment portfolios.

Combining these observations leads to a straightforward conclusion. Securities regulation is all about information regulation. The information may represent news that moves securities prices, ownership records, announcements of bids and offers, new forms of instruments, or evidence of transactions. It doesn’t make a difference. At bottom it’s all about information and the movement of bits and bytes. It follows that the United States Securities and Exchange Commission is in the information regulation business whether it wants to be or not.

Participants in the information technology business understand that they cannot succeed unless they have an informed view about where information technology stands today and where it might evolve in the future. The SEC must have such a view as well or it will become a passive reactor to technological change and run an unnecessary risk of failure. However, in order to develop an effective technology strategy, a market participant must have a set of predictions about the probable evolution of technology and develop a plan for adapting to those anticipated changes.

In developing a technology strategy, it is important to recognize that “doing nothing” can be an intelligent and optimal regulatory approach. But an agency can find itself “doing nothing” either out of (a) ignorance, (b) indecision, or (c) as a consequence of a rational plan. If an agency succeeds because it has “done nothing” as a consequence

---

5 For general discussions of exchange traded funds, see Julie Allecta, Exchange Traded Funds: WEBS, SPDRS, Diamonds, NASDAQ 100, Opals and Others, SE91 ALI-ABA 283 (2000); Robert S. Salomon Jr., The Virtues of ETF’s, FORBES, October 2, 2000, at 206; Burton G. Malkiel, Investors Shouldn’t Fear “Spiders”, WALL ST. J., May 30, 2000, at C1.
of its own ignorance or indecision, then it has been lucky. There is nothing wrong with
good luck, and I would certainly rather be lucky than smart. Unfortunately, it’s dangerous
to build a strategy around good luck.

Finally, when developing a technology strategy, it is important to recognize that
today’s reasonable judgment can be tomorrow’s horrible blunder. Technology evolves
rapidly. One of the biggest mistakes a competitor or regulator can make is to commit to a
policy that is expensive to reverse or that allows for little further growth or adaptation.
Regulators have to learn to keep technology options open. Consider the growth of the
Internet over the past five years. Very few people would have come close in 1995 to
predicting the growth of Internet technology by 2000. Predicting the path of the Internet
from the year 2000 until the year 2005 is at least as difficult. Accordingly, it would be
very dangerous to build a regulatory strategy that was overly sensitive to any set of
predictions about technological progress, and it follows that flexibility and reversibility
are central values when it comes to designing a technology strategy. Given a choice
between a strategy that maps out a relatively inflexible path for the future and one that
allows for the evolution of new options, the choice is easy: flexibility should prevail.

2. Four Regulatory Approaches to Technological Change

Regulatory agencies and legislators tend to adopt one of four approaches when
confronted with the prospect of technological change. These approaches can be labeled as
technology forcing, proactive, reactive, or obstructionist.

Regulators and legislators are most obviously “technology-forcing” when they
adopt standards that are based on technology that does not exist at the time of their
action. Technology-forcing standards are designed to induce an industry to develop and
implement technology that would otherwise not be forthcoming, or that would be implemented at a far slower pace. Automobile efficiency standards are perhaps the best example of a technology-forcing regulatory strategy. Effective adoption of such strategies, however, requires a fairly good grasp of realistic technological possibilities and of the realistic costs of achieving the necessary technological breakthroughs on the timetable mapped out by regulation.

Proactive regulatory responses describe situations where regulators do not force the market to develop technology more quickly or in a different direction. Rather, proactive regulatory responses rapidly adopt new technologies, promote the evolution of technology in whatever direction the market determines, or quickly adjust their regulatory regimes to recognize the evolution of new technology. Government agencies that have promptly and effectively built websites designed to take advantage of Internet technology

---

6 For example, the 1970 Clean Air Act required automobile emissions to be reduced by 90% in five years, despite the fact that Congress understood that “the technology did not yet exist, might not be available by the deadline, and had an unknown cost.” The requirements were finally met in 1981. Eric Biber, Exploring Regulatory Options for Controlling the Introduction of Non-Indigenous Species to the United States, 18 V. Envtl. L. Rev. 375, 400 n.152 (1999). Another example of technology forcing is the automobile airbag. The Department of Transportation began to develop and implement standards for “passive occupant restraint systems” in 1966, even though the technology was not yet available. Karl Manheim and David J. Steele, At the Crossroads of Law and Technology, 33 LOY.L.A. L. REV. 1035, 1036 n.1. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) historically engaged in very active technology-forcing rulemaking, requiring improvements in auto safety that were in the vanguard of current technology. The NHTSA has more recently moved toward a reactive strategy of issuing recalls for safety defects. Frank B. Cross, Pragmatic Pathologies of Judicial Review of Administrative Rulemaking, 78 N.C. L. REV. 1013 at 1025 (2000). See generally, JERRY L. MASHAW AND DAVID L. HARFST, THE STRUGGLE FOR AUTO SAFETY 69-105 (1990).
can be described as proactive. R&D tax credits and other technology incentives are also often described as proactive strategies.

Reactive technology responses describe situations in which the marketplace has de facto adopted new technological standards ahead of the regulatory regime, and the agency is lagging the market it regulates. In this situation, the regulators may find themselves applying regulatory standards that are outmoded, or using technology that has been surpassed in the private sector. The well-publicized technology problems experienced by the IRS are an example of the difficulties of a reactive approach. Indeed, the entire problem that the IRS encounters when seeking to enforce the tax code against sophisticated market participants who aggressively seek to use financial technology to structure tax-avoidance transactions can also be viewed as characteristic of a reactive stance to technology.

Obstructionist responses result when regulators are either overtly opposed to certain technological developments or are so non-responsive that their inaction impedes the evolution of a technology. The fact that an agency is obstructionist does not, however,

---

7 The Treasury Department’s Treasury Direct program, which allows any individual to buy and hold treasury securities through the Internet without the intermediation of a broker, is perhaps a good example of proactive government use of technology. The Treasury Department has received at least a few good reviews for its efforts to make its securities available to all investors over the Internet. See, e.g., Albert B. Crenshaw, U.S. Savings Bonds Go High-Tech, Securities Available On-Line, Via Credit Card, 24 Hours a Day, WASHINGTON POST, November 7, 1999, at H2.

8 Another example of a proactive regulatory approach to technology is recent proposed legislation designed to support and encourage the use of digital signature technology in electronic commerce. See generally Kalama M. Lui-Kwan, Recent Developments in Digital Signature Legislation and Electronic Commerce, 14 BERKELEY TECH. L. J. 463 (1999).

mean that the agency is wrong. New technological developments are not always beneficial, and if an agency forms the view that a new technology presents a sufficient hazard then it should consciously seek to shut that technology down. For example, if a new pharmaceutical or medical procedure has side effects that are sufficiently serious when weighed against the technology’s benefits, then the FDA would be correct to take regulatory action to block the use of that new technology. On the other hand, obstructionist approaches to technology can be self-defeating. The French approach to regulating the Internet is a charming example of a fundamentally obstructionist strategy doomed to the fate of an electronic Maginot Line.

While it may be possible to draw some crisp distinctions between technology-forcing strategies and other strategies, there are no bright lines that distinguish proactive strategies from reactive strategies. There are also no bright lines that distinguish between reactive and obstructionist strategies. These are matters of degree. Moreover, because individual agencies can confront a broad range of technological challenges at the same time, an agency can simultaneously find itself implementing technology-forcing strategies in some areas while seeking to obstruct technology in others.

3. The SEC’s Historic Approach to Technology

The SEC’s track record in responding to technological change may well be among the best of any federal agency to date. That record is, however, far from perfect, and

---

10 See Patrick Bishop, Jospin Calls for Internet Regulations, THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, May 16, 2000, at 17. One well-known instance of aggressive French regulation of Internet content is a recent French court decision that prohibited Yahoo! from allowing online sales of Nazi memorabilia through its U.S. auction site. The court held that Yahoo! had offended the “collective memory” of France by permitting such sales. David Young, French Court Decision Raises Issue of Conflicting Jurisdictions over E-Commerce, eBUSINESS JOURNAL, July 2000, at 12.
much can be learned from the agency’s shortcomings in dealing with technology. Those shortcomings are attributable, I believe, to two dominant factors.

First, the agency has never had a coherent technology strategy. Although it is possible to point to situations when the agency has been technology-forcing (EDGAR and decimalization are two good examples), it is easier to find situations where the agency has been reactive or obstructionist because of an inability to respond to new technological developments or because of a fear of change, and not necessarily because of a conscious and reasoned policy decision to defer a response.

Second, the agency’s staff has lacked sufficient technological expertise. Given the pace of technological progress and the tremendous value that can be added by a neutral third-party standard setter, there will likely be increased opportunities for the agency to act in a beneficial technology-forcing role. However, unless the agency adds a new set of technology skills to its repertoire, it is unclear that it will be able to capitalize on this opportunity. An agency dominated by lawyers and an occasional economist may not have the necessary skill mix, and the time may be ripe to add a core group of technologists to the agency’s staff.

These two shortcomings are closely related and they create a natural bias in favor of reactive and obstructionist strategies. If there are few people in the agency who pay detailed attention to the evolution of new technology and to its implications for the markets, then it is all but inevitable that the agency will be reactive or obstructionist because it doesn’t know how to be technology-forcing or proactive. This natural tendency will prevail even if the agency occasionally acts in a bold, imaginative manner. Given that observation, it is interesting to consider one of the most technology-forcing events in
the SEC’s history and its fate since its inception. The tale is worth telling because it is a timely example of how a technology-forcing strategy can, due to forces that may well have been beyond anyone’s control, morph into a reactive or even obstructive strategy.

EDGAR is the biggest technology bet ever made directly by the SEC. When first conceptualized by SEC Chairman John Shad in the mid-1980’s, EDGAR was clearly a technology-forcing strategy. The underlying vision was to replace the mountains of paper that flowed through the SEC with an electronic filing and dissemination system that would facilitate the registrant’s filing obligations. The same system would also ease the staff’s review process, and facilitate the public’s prompt access to information. To achieve this objective, the agency mandated that certain filings would have to be submitted electronically or not at all.

Given the technology available at the time, and in light of serious budgetary constraints, the agency developed a strategy that relied on a centralized database with preferential information access provided to the contractors who built the database. The contractors received preferential access to help them recoup their development and operational costs. The result is today a legacy system that seriously lags available technology. While the system is quite functional, it is but a pale shadow of the system that could be designed and built from scratch today.

To be fair, no one in the mid-1980’s could have predicted the rapid advance of Internet technology in the 1990’s. It would therefore be wrong to criticize the agency for

---

11 See generally John Penhollow, EDGAR, 960 PLI/CORP. 33 (1996) (Outlining detailed history, compliance procedures, and analysis of EDGAR system.).
having failed to predict a future that no one else was able to predict with any confidence at that time. Further, there is probably little doubt that the agency is better off today with the EDGAR system, flaws and all, than without it. Nonetheless, the agency has failed to update the system as quickly as it might in order to help the system adapt and respond to changed technology. The EDGAR experience thus stands as a testament to both the potential value of technology-forcing regimes intelligently applied and to the dangers of regimes that are insufficiently flexible and adaptive. Given the rapid pace of future technological developments and the potential benefits of technology-forcing approaches, the EDGAR experience may well have lessons that reach far beyond the registration system’s narrow domain.

4. Predictions of Technological Advances and Potential Agency Responses

To this point, my observations about the SEC’s approach to technology have been abstract and exhortative. I have suggested that technology poses the greatest challenge to the agency’s success, that the agency needs a technology strategy together with a staff that contains more technologists, and that the future will present increased opportunities for technology-forcing strategies. All that is well and good, but the rubber doesn’t hit the road until someone presents specific examples of how a technology strategy might influence the agency’s actions and the markets it regulates.

Toward that objective, I present five distinct areas of securities regulation related to technology and present specific recommendations and predictions with respect to each.

---

13 For an example of criticism of even the most recent and most “web-friendly” version of EDGAR see Cary Griffith, *The Modernized Edgarlink Proves to Be Anything But*, CORPORATE LEGAL TIMES, Nov., 2000, at 22.
4.1 **EDGAR Should be Redesigned as an Open Architecture System**

As previously discussed, EDGAR is today a legacy system based on outdated technology. The Commission should re-invent EDGAR and replace it with an open architecture system that provides improved service to users, filers, and to the staff. This open architecture system could also save the government many millions of dollars that are spent operating the EDGAR system as currently configured.

One possible implementation of an open-architecture “new-EDGAR” system would be as follows. The SEC begins by defining Designated EDGAR Filing Sites (“DEFS”). DEFS would be operated by private entities and would have to satisfy physical and electronic security and performance standards established by the SEC. DEFS would be subject to third party audit compliance procedures implemented by the SEC staff or others to assure that they comply with the SEC’s security, authentication, time-stamping, and other standards. DEFS could also be required to post bond or provide other assurances of responsibility and viability. There would be no limit on the number of DEFS that could be established, and any entity that satisfies the SEC’s standards could be qualified as a DEFS.

Filers would transmit their filings to any DEFS that the filer selects. The DEFS site receiving the filing would be able to charge a fee. The fee would be determined by competitive market forces and would reflect the quality of the service offered by the DEFS over and above the minimum standards set by the SEC. The filing could be made immediately available to the public upon receipt by a DEFS, and a copy could be transmitted to the SEC for storage in the SEC’s master database of filed materials.
Alternatively, the filing could be “embargoed” until a copy was received at the SEC’s database and the DEFS received electronic notification of the agency’s receipt, as well as SEC authorization to release the filing to the public. As a technical matter, it would not be necessary for the SEC to maintain such a database, but the agency might insist on having the electronic equivalent of its own “physical copy.” To prevent fragmentation of the public filing database, every DEFS would have the right to sweep all other DEFS in order to copy filings made at other DEFS, and every DEFS would have an obligation to notify all other DEFS of filings made on its system. Such sweeps and real-time notifications would allow competitors to build multiple complete and competing filing databases.

These filings could use the latest technological advances, including video, audio, and the most recent forms of XML tagging, provided that they complied with the agency’s minimum performance standards and did not generate incompatibilities among DEFS.

The DEFS would neither require nor receive financial support from the SEC for providing their services. The agency’s expenditures on new-EDGAR could then be reduced to: (1) the cost of defining the performance standards that govern DEFS operations (which would be minimal and comparable to a rulemaking process); (2) the cost of inspecting DEFS to assure compliance (a function that could be outsourced, if so desired); and (3) the cost of operating a database that simply mirrors the filings posted to DEFS, and that could be ready to operate as the “DEFS of last resort” in the event that the competitive marketplace failed to develop. Costs could be driven even lower if the

\[14\] For an explanation of XML tagging, see infra note 16.
agency was willing to rely on the filings made at DEFS without the need to replicate the highly authenticated information that would reside in DEFS’ sites. That would, however, eliminate the agency’s ability to act as “DEFS of last resort,” and might be viewed as an overly extensive reliance on outside contractors.

A similar structure exists now in the Northern District of California, where Local Rule 23-2 requires that certain filings in class action securities fraud cases be posted to the Internet at “Designated Internet Sites.” These sites are self-certified and satisfy court-established performance criteria.

15Rule 23-2, entitled “Electronic Posting of Certain Documents Filed in Securities Fraud Class Actions,” states:
(a) Electronic Posting. All postable documents, as defined in subsection (b) of this rule, required to be filed pursuant to Civ.L.R. 5-1 in any private civil action containing a claim governed by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Pub L. No. 104-67, 109 Stat. 737 (1995), shall be timely posted at a designated Internet Site. The party or other person filing such document shall be responsible for timely posting.
(b) Postable Documents. For the purposes of this Rule, "postable documents" shall mean:
1. Any pleading specified in Fed.R.Civ.P. 7(a);
2. Any briefs, declarations or affidavits filed pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12, 41 or 56;
3. Any briefs, declarations or affidavits relating to certification of a class pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 23;
4. Any briefs, declarations or affidavits relating to designation of a lead plaintiff pursuant to 15 U.S.C §§ 77z-1(a)(3) or 78u-4(a)(3);
5. Any report, statement, declaration or affidavit of an expert witness designated to testify whether filed pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(a)(2)(B), or otherwise;
6. Any pretrial conference statement pursuant to Civ.L.R. 16-16(B), pretrial briefs or motions in limine;
7. Any filing concerning approval of a settlement of the action; and
8. Any filing concerning any request for attorney fees or costs.
9. Provided however, that no person shall be required by this Rule to post any:
(A) Document which is filed under seal with the written consent of the court, whether pursuant to a pre-existing written confidentiality order, or otherwise; or
(B) Exhibits, appendixes, or other attachments to documents otherwise required to be posted; or
(C) Briefs, declarations or affidavits which are not available in electronic form in the possession, custody or control of the person filing the document, or such person's counsel, agents, consultants or employees.
(c) Timely Posting. A postable document shall be deemed timely posted at a Designated Internet Site in accordance with subsection (a) of this Rule if, on the same day that the document is filed with this court:
(1) An electronic form of the filing, prepared in any commonly used word processing format, is forwarded to a Designated Internet Site by electronic transmission, e-mail, physical delivery of a diskette, or any other means acceptable to that Designated Internet Site, provided that such electronic delivery occurs by means reasonably calculated to result in delivery by the third day following the filing; and
(2) the certificate of service required pursuant to Civ.L.R. 5-4 states that service in compliance with this rule has been accomplished to a Designated Internet Site that is identified by its physical and electronic addresses.
(d) Designated Internet Site. "Designated Internet Site" for the purposes of this rule shall mean an Internet site that:
4.2 The SEC Should Adopt a Technology-Forcing Approach to XML

“XML” is shorthand for extensible mark-up language. It describes a technique for the consistent tagging of information so as to allow the construction of larger databases that provide for “apples-to-apples” comparisons. For example, if “reserves for doubtful

---

(1) Is accessible at no cost to all members of the public who are otherwise able to access the Internet through commonly used web browsers;
(2) Charges no fee to any party, intervenor, amicus or other person subject to the provisions of this rule;
(3) Places no restrictions on any person's ability to copy or to download, free of charge, any materials posted on the site pursuant to the requirements of this rule;
(4) Maintains and responsibly operates a notification feature whereby any member of the public can request to receive e-mail notification, at no charge, of any posting of materials to the Designated Internet Site;
(5) Undertakes to post on its site within two days of receipt of the electronic copy described in Civ.L.R. 26-2(c)(1) of this Rule all filings forwarded to it in compliance with the provisions of Civ.L.R. 26-2(a);
(6) Undertakes to provide e-mail notification within one day of receipt of the electronic copy described in Civ.L.R. 26-2(c)(1) of this Rule to all other Designated Internet Sites informing them of the posting of any materials related to securities class action litigation;
(7) Maintains and publicizes a physical address to which the United States Postal Service or other commonly used delivery services can make physical delivery of documents, and/or diskettes, an Internet address in the form of an operational Uniform Resource Location ("URL"), and an e-mail address to which persons subject to paragraph (a) of this Rule can transmit electronic copies of documents subject to the posting requirement of this Rule;
(8) Undertakes to disclose prominently the URLs, physical addresses, and facsimile numbers of all other Designated Internet Sites known to it; and
(9) Submits to the Secretary of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Secretary") a statement, signed by a member of the bar that: identifies the Designated Internet Site through its URL; provides the name, address, telephone number, facsimile number, and e-mail address of one or more persons responsible for operation of the site; and attests that the site satisfies the requirements of the Rule and that it will promptly notify the Secretary should it cease to be a Designated Internet Site.
(e) Suspension of Posting Requirements. Compliance with this Rule shall not be required for any document filed at any time during which no Designated Internet Site is operational.

XML is perhaps most easily understood as an improved and more powerful relative of HTML (“Hypertext Markup Language”), the language used to create Web pages. Because XML, unlike HTML, is extensible, it is possible to define different versions of XML for use with different kinds of documents. A specialized version of XML for SEC filings would allow given pieces of text in the filing to be unambiguously specified. For example, XML could specify that the words “Morgan Stanley” at the bottom of the prospectus cover page refer to the name of the lead underwriter. Users would then be able to search a database of SEC filings for documents where Morgan Stanley is the lead underwriter, and the search will not turn up any documents where the text “Morgan Stanley” appears in other contexts. An XML-based filing standard would result in much a more customizable and adaptable search capability for a database of SEC filings. For discussions of the advantages of XML-based electronic filing standards in both legal and administrative agency contexts, see Robert Plotkin, Electronic Court Filing: Past, Present, and Future, 44 JUN B.B.J. 4 (2000); Claire Barliant, XML Revolution: Worth the Trouble, LEGAL TIMES, Oct. 2, 2000, at 30; Patent Office Turns to XML, INFORMATION WEEK, Oct. 9, 2000, at 40.
accounts” were consistently tagged in all financial statements filed with the SEC, then it would be easier to construct larger databases that could be used to search for companies with unusually high or low reserves, or that have displayed unusual growth or decline in the size of their reserves.

The problem with XML is that it requires a central authority (or an acceptable consensus mechanism) to establish a “dictionary” or “grammar” that ensures that the same tag has the same meaning in all applications. It is also important that the tagging process remain dynamic so as to allow the creation of new tags as novel circumstances arise, much as languages must allow for the definition of new words.

Insofar as XML can be used in accounting statements and SEC filings, the agency is the natural arbiter of a neutral XML standard. There are several reasons why the SEC should step to the plate to perform this role as quickly as possible.

The benefits of an SEC-standardized version of financial account and reporting XML are significant. Users of financial statements often strip those statements down and reconstruct them in order to provide a representation of the registrant’s financial position that they believe is more meaningful than the GAAP-consistent statements mandated by the SEC.17 XML would facilitate that process dramatically. XML could also allow users to incorporate more readily into their view of the financial statements information that is now buried in the footnotes. For example, if a user wanted to deduct information regarding the estimated cost of option compensation for an issuer’s estimated earnings per share, XML would allow the user to do so quite easily by simply extracting the tagged footnote data.

---

This last observation is fundamental. XML, if properly deployed, would allow the market to divide the financial reporting process into two distinct functions: (1) the accurate measurement of data that are XML tagged; and (2) the rules for aggregating those data into financial statements. Because the process of aggregating the data into alternate versions of income statements, cash flow statements, and balance sheets would then become far cheaper and easier than it is today, the market would likely evolve its own set of aggregation protocols. These protocols could co-exist with SEC and FASB requirements, thereby enhancing the analysis process without requiring any material changes to current forms of GAAP or GAAS. Moreover, XML would dramatically reduce the cost of allowing management to present its own preferred view of its own financials, along with an explanation of its views, and simultaneously enhance the market’s ability to criticize management’s self-assessment as unrealistic. The evolution of XML tagging would therefore greatly facilitate public understanding of managements’ views of issuers’ financials and simultaneously promote the dissemination of the views held by managements’ critics.

Put another way, if XML tagging is properly implemented it could become a significant boon to the agency’s strategy of open and full disclosure. XML would dramatically reduce the cost of building alternative perspectives of any issuer’s financial statements, and it would promote a vigorous and robust market-based debate over the proper approach to market valuation. Indeed, because XML tagging is easily expanded to cover items that are not currently captured in financial statements (such as measures of intellectual capital including the number of patents issued, number of engineers on staff, number of eyeball views per month, etc.), an XML approach would also be responsive to
calls for expanding the traditional approach to accounting and could be implemented without abandoning the traditional approach.\textsuperscript{18} XML may thus constitute the best “growth path” available to the agency when it comes to dealing with the serious accounting issues on its plate today.

4.3 The Challenges Presented by ECN Technology Can be Addressed Through an Open API/Peer-to-Peer Strategy.

The fragmentation challenge posed by the emergence of ECNs is one of the more contentious issues to face the agency in recent memory. Technology created the ECN opportunity and the fragmentation challenge. Technology can also help solve it.

The SEC should require that every exchange, marketplace, ECN, and even every broker that crosses its own in-house trades, be required to post its bid and ask information (to a depth defined by the agency) at an electronically accessible address structured to minimize system latency and designed to offer prompt and executable information. These addresses would be publicly posted in a readily accessible format. With such information in hand, the market could develop a competitive family of software-based search agents that would automatically search for “best-execution,” however that concept might be defined by the search agent. Such software would resolve the fragmentation issue by effectively reconstructing the fragmented market into a single structured database so that investors can compare prices among various markets to identify the best location at which to attempt execution.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{18} A FASB-sponsored committee recently completed a two-year project that studied how investors and other users of financial information could get a broader, deeper view of a company’s operations by including nontraditional information in companies’ financial statements. \textit{See} Steve Burkholder, \textit{FASB Panel Gives Tentative Nod to Report Regarding Nontraditional Business Disclosure}, \textit{BNA Securities Law & Regulation Report}, Vol. 32 No. 37 at 1312 (September 25, 2000).

\textsuperscript{19} For a general discussion of the fragmentation controversy, see Ian Springsteel and Michelle Celarier, \textit{The ECN Dilemma: Blasting Fragmentation, Wall Street Calls For a Centralized Market Structure that}
For example, suppose GM shares trade on the NYSE, Nasdaq, three regional exchanges, and four ECNs. If the bid and offer information, together with size available at all those markets, were available on a real-time basis, then traders would automatically be able to route their orders to the market that they calculated would give them the best execution.

If the objective is to write a search agent that simply finds the best bid or offer to execute a relatively small market order, then the software task is simple. However, when trades involve larger blocks, or seek to promote price improvement, or require more demanding executions, that task of writing a search agent becomes more challenging and subject to interpretation, but hardly impossible.

4.4 Suitability Concerns Can Be Ameliorated Through Electronic Warning Technology

The emergence of on-line electronic brokers poses a challenge to traditional notions of suitability. Historically, customers dealt with human brokers who often made recommendations regarding specific instruments and strategies. Because these brokers made recommendations, the SEC and the SROs were able to impose suitability obligation on the brokers. Brokers thus stood as gatekeepers with potential liability for “inappropriate” trading in a customer’s account.

---


In a world of electronic on-line brokerages, there are no humans making recommendations, and electronic brokers themselves avoid making the electronic equivalent of recommendations. Instead, the brokers provide access to a wide array of databases, news feeds, and other search tools without directing investors to any specific investment alternative. In this environment, electronic brokers are able credibly to claim that they make no recommendations and therefore have no suitability obligations.

The SEC is nervous about this state of affairs. It is concerned over the disappearance of an important “gatekeeper” in the investment process: the professional regulated broker with an affirmative obligation to “know the customer” and to recommend only investments and strategies that are suitable to the customer.

The difficulty with the traditional suitability doctrine in the age of the Internet is that it is based on a critical assumption that is simply untrue in the age of Internet trading. For many investors, there is no one making a recommendation because their orders are unsolicited and self-directed, and as to these investors no one owes a suitability obligation.

If the SEC desires, it could address this situation not by imposing suitability obligations on electronic brokers, but by establishing appropriate “duty to warn” standards that could be satisfied cheaply and efficiently through software tools that analyze the investor’s portfolio and trading history to offer estimates (or “warnings”) of the riskiness of the investor’s conduct. It would also be possible to calculate the marginal effect of a proposed trade on a portfolio’s risk level. The warning generated by such software could also include estimates of the probability that a portfolio would lose, say,
25%, 50%, or 75% of its value over 6, 12, or 24 months. It could also compare the riskiness of an individual trader’s portfolio to broad market measures of risk or to measures of risk inherent in other accounts held at the same broker. No doubt, the agency would want to assure that the warnings or estimates provided are responsibly generated and neither understate nor overstate the probable risk inherent in the investors’ decision. A standard rulemaking procedure should suffice in this regard.

Disclosure of such information, without the imposition of liability for a trader’s unsolicited transactions (especially after a reasonably calculated warning), probably constitutes a prudent accommodation of agency and industry concerns. The agency and industry would be pleased that investors are being cautioned about the consequences of their actions and that they are receiving objective warnings that are not provided today. The industry would be comforted that it would not have liability for their customer’s unsolicited – but warned – trading activity.

4.5 The SEC Can Foster The Use Of Authentication Technologies To Deter False Announcements That “Spoof” Legitimate News Releases.

The shares of Emulex, Lucent, and Pairgain have all been subject to material stock price moves because imposters posted false press releases to the Internet. These imposters typically use techniques designed to mimic legitimate issuer releases. Similar frauds also occurred prior to the advent of the Internet, but the general impression is that the Internet makes such frauds more probable and more significant once they occur.

The most recent such event involves Emulex, and the facts of that transaction serve as a reasonable benchmark for discussion. The perpetrator was a former employee

---

of Internet Wire. He used his knowledge of internal corporate procedures to fool Internet Wire into believing that a bogus press release was authentic. The press release falsely claimed that Emulex’s CEO had resigned, that the company was under investigation by the SEC, that it would restate its 1998 and 1999 earnings, and that it would revise its fourth quarter gain to show a loss.

The false press release was redistributed by Dow Jones Newswire, Bloomberg, The Street, and CNBC. Emulex’s stock price “plunged from $103 to $45 in 15 minutes. The drop stripped more than $2 billion from the company’s market valuation before the Nasdaq halted trading.” The company then issued a release asserting, “that its business was stronger than ever.” The stock closed at $105.75 down $7.31 on the day.

The perpetrator held a losing short position in Emulex shares and the fraud was designed to help the perpetrator cover his short at a profit. The perpetrator apparently did so, and sought to make additional profits by purchasing Emulex shares while the stock was temporarily depressed.

Recriminations flew even as the story developed. Competing Internet services attacked Internet Wire for failing to check with the company in order to confirm the accuracy of the press release. Internet Wire defended itself by explaining that it had been victimized by a sophisticated fraud, and that its competitors had also suffered similar problems. The press vacillated between defending its own automatic redistribution of the story, recognizing that it could have done a better job, and calling for greater diligence before redistributing such materials. The Nasdaq market was criticized for failing to halt trading sooner than it did.

22 Berenson, supra note 1.
Finger pointing will accomplish little good here. It does not take a high degree of sophistication to fool the current distribution mechanism in the financial news cycle. It also does not take a high degree of sophistication to conduct this sort of fraud through techniques that make it very difficult, if not impossible, for the authorities to identify the wrongdoer.

In the case of Emulex, the FBI was able to identify the perpetrator easily and quickly because he used a computer located close to the addressee and did not invoke certain measures that can be used to mask identity on the Internet. More talented perpetrators can use more advanced techniques to avoid detection. For example, in my Law School classes at Stanford I often discover several computer literate law students who know their way around the Internet well enough to be able to conduct such a fraud, while making it far more difficult to identify them. For obvious reasons, I will not explain these techniques in public, and simply observe that the entire structure of the news dissemination process is currently quite susceptible to this sort of fraud.

Significantly, however, just as technology is the source of this problem it also holds the key to the solution. Technology currently exists that would allow issuers to post their news releases to the Internet, or to news services, with an authenticating mark. The

23 Federal agents recovered within hours the Internet Protocol number of the computer where the bogus email originated, the IP number of the computer used to create a Yahoo email account to send the email, and the coding on the Microsoft Word template used to design the false press release. All of these numbers corresponded with computers at El Camino Community College, where the alleged perpetrator was a student. The FBI also found records of the perpetrator’s execution of online trades in Emulex shares on his computer at his former job, the very wire service (Internet Wire) to which he sent the fake release. See Christian Berthelsen, Tracking Tech Crime: Law Enforcement’s Cybersleuths Study Computer ‘Fingerprints’ to Crack Fraud Cases, S.F. EXAMINER, September 3, 2000, at B1; Andrew Gumbel, Digital Footprints Lead FBI to Door of Trader Accused of $50M Fraud, THE INDEPENDENT (LONDON), September 2, 2000, at 12.
“mark” would essentially serve as a digital signature. That mark or signature would allow third parties (here, the public, the press, and even the SEC) to verify with a high degree of assurance that they are indeed viewing an authentic document. Of course, if someone steals the code-generating mechanism necessary to generate the mark in the first instance, then the same fraud can be perpetrated with the new technology. The odds of doing so successfully, however, would be far lower than with today’s authentication techniques.

We could, of course, wait for the market to determine that this problem is sufficiently serious that news organizations themselves decide to require the use of such authentication technology. There may, however, be a collective action problem with respect to standard-setting processes that impedes the rate at which organizations adopt this technology, if they adopt it at all. Further, to the extent that the SEC, the NYSE, and Nadsaq independently place a higher-than-free-market value on the ability to authenticate such information in an egalitarian manner, then those organizations may have an incentive to adopt a technology-forcing strategy that requires that certain press releases be posted to the Internet using an appropriate authentication technology.

5. Conclusion

The future of the securities industry depends more on the evolution of information technology than on any other factor. The Securities and Exchange Commission has done

24 Technically, a digital signature is a message encrypted by means of public key encryption and a hash function that allows a recipient who possesses the signer’s public key to determine (1) whether the encryption was created with the signer’s private key, and (2) whether the initial message has been altered. The additional step of ensuring that any given pair of public and private keys actually corresponds with the designated individual requires a Certification Authority, who acts as a repository of public keys and can issue an electronic certificate confirming the connection between a given public key and a corresponding individual. See W. Everett Lupton, The Digital Signature: Your Identity By the Numbers, 6 RICH. J. L. & TECH. 10 (1999).
a commendable job to date in responding to the challenges posed by technology, but significant room for improvement remains.

In particular, the Commission lacks a coherent technology strategy. It has no articulated view as to the likely evolution of information technology or its effects on United States’ securities markets. Nor does it have a stated perspective as to the implications of technological progress for the Commission’s regulatory responsibilities. The Commission also has relatively few technologists on its staff.

These observations are all related. Absent a Commission that perceives technology as a both a potential challenge to the regulatory process, and as a potential solution to a wide range of regulatory issues, the Commission will be unable to craft an effective and coherent technology strategy for the regulation of the nation’s securities markets.

The Commission has instead approached technological challenges on a case-by-case basis. The advantages of a case-by-case approach are as clear as its limitations. A case-by-case approach presents the agency with a series of well-defined problems that are susceptible of discrete resolution. However, it also limits the agency’s ability to plan ahead of the curve and sharply curtails its capacity to harness technology as a force that can provide more fundamental solutions to many of the problems that challenge the nation’s markets.

This brief essay has, I hope, provided some insight into the potential benefit that can result from a more technologically aware Securities and Exchange Commission. A more technologically aware approach would, I believe, understand how EDGAR could be restructured to provide improved service at lower cost. It would appreciate the potential
benefits of XML as a solution to some of the most vexatious accounting issues that plague the industry today. It would understand the potential of “peer-to-peer” style networks as a solution to the fragmentation issues that will continue to roil the markets as technology evolves and as new entrants compete for existing order flow. It would seek to harness technology as providing a potential solution to suitability and other risk disclosure concerns in modern, fast paced markets where investors often have portfolios spread over many accounts. And, it would recognize the ability of authentication technology to provide a level of protection against certain forms of fraud that are becoming more common in modern markets.

Absent internal institutional evolution of the form described in this essay, it remains an open question as to whether, when, and how these changes in the nation’s securities markets can or will emerge.